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A new set of mean wall pressure data has been collected on a controlled diffusion airfoil at a chord Reynolds
number of 1.2 ££105 in a freejet anechoic wind tunnel. Comparisons of the experimental data with Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulations in free air show signi� cant � ow� eld and pressure loading differences,
indicatingsubstantialjet interference effects. To analyzethese effects, a systematicRANS-basedcomputational� uid
dynamicsstudy of the experimental � ow conditionshasbeen carried out, which quanti� es the strong in� uence of the
� nite jet (nozzle) width on the aerodynamic loading and � ow characteristics. When the jet width is not suf� ciently
large compared to the frontal wetted area of the airfoil, the airfoil pressure distribution is found to be closer to
the distribution on a cascade than that of an isolated pro� le. The airfoil lift is signi� cantly reduced. Accounting
for the actual wind-tunnel setup recovers the wall pressure distribution on the airfoil without further empirical
angle-of-attack corrections. These jet interference effects could be responsible for the discrepancies among some
earlier experimental and computational studies of airfoil self-noise. They should be accounted for in future noise
computations to ensure that the experimental � ow conditions are simulated accurately.

I. Introduction

W HEN considering the sound emitted by a rotating machine
such as an enginecooling fan, an airplane turbofan,or an air-

conditioningunit, one signi� cant contributor to the overall noise is
the trailing-edge noise from the blades. It comes from the conver-
sion of local � ow perturbations in the boundary layer into acoustic
waves through interaction with the acoustically thin trailing edge.
Depending on the � ow Reynolds number (based on the local chord
length) and the geometry of the blade trailing edge, the acoustic
scattering is associatedwith most of the broadband component and
some narrower-band structures of the far-� eld acoustic spectrum.1

The noise radiationis generallymore severe for loadedblades,when
� ow separationoccursat the trailingedge.This mechanismalsopro-
vides the minimum noise con� guration of such machines when all
interactions with their environment (turbulence ingestion and � ow
distortion at the inlet, rotor–stator interactionwith downstream sta-
tionary components, etc.) are removed.2;3 As another example, the
same edge scatteringmechanism constitutesan important source of
wind-turbine noise.4;5

The study of trailing-edge noise or airfoil self-noise received
much attention mainly in the late 1970s and early 1980s. It in-
volved measurements of wall pressure � uctuation spectra and far-
� eld acoustic spectra on two-dimensional mock-ups of various
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aerodynamic pro� les in freejet anechoic wind tunnels.6¡8 The ex-
perimental data were then been used in the late 1990s to validate
numerical prediction methods for trailing-edge aeroacoustics.9¡13

For typical engine cooling fan applications involving transitional
and turbulent� ows at Reynoldsnumbersof order105 , the numerical
prediction requires information of the noise-generatingeddies over
a wide range of length scales. The traditional Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) approach is insuf� cient. It needs to be sub-
stituted by the more expensive large-eddy simulations (LES) or
combined with a suitable statistical model to yield the necessary
unsteady surface pressure � uctuations and the near-� eld � uctuat-
ing Reynolds stresses, which provide the acoustic source functions.
The radiatednoise can then be computed using an aeroacousticthe-
ory such as Ffowcs Williams and Hall’s application14 of Lighthill’s
analogy.

As with the application of any computational � uid dynamics
(CFD) methods, the validity and accuracy of the solutions must
be established � rst against known solutions or experimental mea-
surements.This is particularly important in the case of aeroacoustic
computation given the relatively small magnitude of noise signals.
In the validation process, to have a valid comparison with exper-
iments, the computation should reproduce as exactly as possible
the experimentalenvironment. In practice, however, simpli� ed � ow
con� gurations are often employed in simulations. For instance, in
all previous LES studies,10;13 the airfoil has been assumed to be in
a uniformly moving medium (free-air con� guration). In contrast,
most trailing-edgeaeroacoustics experiments have been conducted
in open-jet wind-tunnel facilities, where the airfoil is immersed in
a jet downstream of the nozzle exit. The proximity of the airfoil
to the jet nozzle exit and the limited jet width relative to the airfoil
thicknessand chord lengthcan cause the airfoilpressureloadingand
� ow characteristics to deviate signi� cantly from those measured in
free air and, hence, alter the radiated noise � eld.

The present work is aimed at quantifying these experimental in-
stallation effects as well as proposing more suitable experimental
and numericalprocedures.The characteristicsof thepreviousexper-
iments are � rst reviewed. They are then compared to new measure-
ments collectedin recent experimentsat Ecole Centrale Lyon (ECL)
on a cambered controlleddiffusion (CD) airfoil developed at Valeo
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Motors and Actuators. A systematic CFD study, based on RANS
models, of � ow conditionsin the ECL experiment is carried out and
compared with � ows over an isolated airfoil in a uniform stream.
The results shed some light on the � delity of the � ow conditions in
the previousnumericalsimulationsof trailing-edgeexperimentsand
provide guidance for the appropriate boundary conditions needed
in future LES of such experiments.

II. Review of Experimental Setup and Data
To measure the pure airfoil self-noise, the aerodynamic pro� le

must be placed in a large quiet environmentand isolated as much as
possible from the inlet duct providing the necessary air� ow. More-
over, the inlet duct should have a low background noise and low
residual turbulence (<1%), which explain the maximum outlet sec-
tions of about 0.5 m in most current test facilities. Finally, to avoid
contaminationof the acoustic signals by the � ow� eld, the airstream
tube should be con� ned, away from the far-� eld microphones. All
of the preceding criteria tend to show that an open freejet anechoic
wind tunnel provides the best experimental compromise.

A. Previous Measurements
Two main sets of data have been reported previously on trailing-

edge noise in freejet wind tunnels. In both experiments, two-
dimensional airfoils are supported by side plates that are � ush
mounted to the nozzle lips.

In 1975, Blake measured the pressureand velocity � elds near the
trailing edge of a � at strut.6 The latter, with a circular leading edge
and an asymmetric beveled trailing edge, was placed in the nozzle
wind tunnel � ow at a 0-deg angle of attack. Several trailing-edge
shapes and � ow velocities were considered. In one of the measure-
ments, the � owconditionswere a freestreamvelocityof about30m/s
and a Reynolds number based on the chord length Rec of about
2:2 £ 106 . The geometry was chosen to produce a separated� ow on
the low-pressure side and an attached boundary layer on the high-
pressureside. In this initialexperiment,meanpressurewasmeasured
on the strut close to the trailing edge along with statisticsof pressure
and velocity� uctuations.Far-� eld acousticdata were later collected
under different � ow conditions with slightly modi� ed trailing-edge
geometry.1 No accountof possibleinlet � owdistortionwas reported.

Later, in 1981, Brooks and Hodgson performed measurements
on several NACA 0012 airfoils with various chord lengths and

Fig. 1 Experimental setup with the Valeo pro� le in the ECL test facility.

trailing-edgeshapes.7 The choicewas motivatedby the largeamount
of aerodynamicdata available on this symmetric airfoil and the de-
sire to study the difference between sharp and blunt trailing edges.
By bolting the airfoil in three different positions in the side plates,
three angles of attack with respect to the chord line, ®w D 0, 5, and
10 deg, have been studied. The subscript w hereafter refers to the
wind tunnel setup. The highest velocity achieved was a freestream
velocity of 73.4 m/s, or a Reynolds number Rec of about 3 £ 106.
Flush-mountedKulitepressuretransducerswereused to measurethe
pressure� uctuationsin the vicinityof the trailingedge.The acoustic
radiationwas measured simultaneouslyby eight microphonesin the
far � eld. The mean characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer
at the trailing edge was obtained by a combination of a movable
pitot rake and 14 Preston tubes. However, no direct measurements
of wall pressure distributionhave been reported in this experiment.

B. New ECL Measurements
Recently, measurements have been performed by Roger and

Moreau15 on both a NACA 0012 and a Valeo airfoil. The former is
used to provide validation against the earlier experiment of Brooks
and Hodgson.7 The latter is a much thinner airfoil (about 4% thick-
ness to chord ratio compared to 12% for the NACA 0012) with both
blunt leading and trailing edges. It has been designed to achieve low
drag by controlling the chordwise diffusion (CD airfoil). Moreover,
the NACA 0012 is symmetric,whereas the Valeo airfoil is cambered
with a camber angleof about12 deg. The � ow conditionsfor the CD
airfoil are a freestream velocity V0 of 16 m/s and a Reynolds num-
ber Rec of about 1:2 £ 105. The actual experimental setup, shown
in Fig. 1, is comparable to that used by Brooks and Hodgson.7 The
geometric angle of attack can be continuouslyadjustedby two disks
rotating inside the side plates around a zero reference aligned with
the nozzle out� ow.

Flush-mounted remote microphone probes (RMPs) on the
airfoil16 allow the measurements of both the mean wall static pres-
sure and the � uctuatingpressurespectra.Such probesare made with
a spanwise � ush-mounted capillary tube and a pin hole at the mea-
suringpoint.The capillaryis then progressivelyenlargedoutside the
mock-up till a small Electret microphone can be � ush mounted. A
long polyvinylchloridetube is connectedto the outer end of the cap-
illary to attenuate longitudinalwaves. Details of the technologyand
the calibration of the sensors may be found in Ref. 17. A movable
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Table 1 Characteristic dimensions in some airfoil self-noise experiments (in centimeters)

Airfoil Nozzle–LE Jet width,
Airfoil Chord c Span s (c) thickness (w) distance (c) w (c)

Flat strut 107.3 119.4 (1.11 c) 5.1 (0.02 w) 240 (2.24 c)
Blake6 ¡130
Blake and Gershfeld1 »10 (0.1 c)

NACA 0012
Brooks and Hodgson7 61 46 (0.75 c) 7.2 (0.24 w) 15 (0.25 c) 30 (0.49 c)
Roger 10 30 (3.00 c) 1.2 (0.09 w) 10 (1.00 c) 13 (1.30 c)

Valeo CD
Roger (small wind tunnel) 13.6 30 (2.21 c) 0.5 (0.04 w) 10 (0.73 c) 13 (0.96 c)
Roger (large wind tunnel) 13.6 30 (2.21 c) 0.5 (0.01 w) 20 (1.47 c) 50 (3.68 c)

Fig. 2 Experimental pressure coef� cient on the Valeo cambered CD pro� le.

microphone is placed in the far � eld to collect the acoustic spec-
tra simultaneously. Finally, tuft visualizations are used to estimate
qualitatively the � ow separation zones, and a hot-wire rake is used
to measure the wake velocity pro� le close to the trailing edge. The
corresponding mean wall pressure measurements on the Valeo CD
airfoil for � ve different geometric angles of attack are shown in
Fig. 2. Good repeatabilitywas achieved on this data set, and a max-
imum change of angle of attack of 0.5 deg causes a variation of 0.1
on the pressure coef� cient. Note that, for ®w D 12 deg, the � ow is
attached along the entire chord. At ®w D 14 deg, the � ow starts to
separate near the trailing edge. This regime corresponds to turbu-
lent vortex shedding with no mean back� ow. Increasing the angle
of attack to ®w D 16 deg leads to a laminar recirculation zone near
the leading edge. At ®w D 18 deg, the separated zones, particularly
the one near the leading edge, are increased in size. At much larger
incidence (®w D 27 deg), the airfoil seems to be stalled with a re-
circulation bubble at the trailing edge, which is con� rmed by a tuft
survey along the chord.

C. Comparison of Experimental Dimensions
The variousgeometricalparameters involved in the describedex-

periments are compared in Table 1. By examiningthe span-to-chord
ratio s=c we can estimate the possible three-dimensionalityeffects
induced by the side plates. Brooks and Hodgson’s experiment7 ex-
hibits some three-dimensionalin� uence as indicatedby the nonuni-
form surface pressure spectra in Fig. 8 of Ref. 7. In contrast, the
Roger et al. experimentsare expected to be less affected at midspan
where the RMPs are mounted.A comparisonof the airfoil thickness

and the jet width (or nozzle exit width) allows an estimate of the
blockageinducedby the airfoil in the jet.The latter is large in Brooks
and Hodgson’s experiment.7 Moreover, data on jet boundary cor-
rections for airfoil tests in open wind-tunnel jets18 suggest that all
experiments listed in Table 1 will yield signi� cant differences be-
tween the actual angle of attack and the effectiveone, de� ned as the
expectedone in free air that would lead to the same lift distribution.
The jet width also determines the extent of its potential core and,
therefore, gives an estimate of the interaction of the shear layers
generated at the nozzle lips with the airfoil surface. If a typical core
length of four to � ve jet widths is assumed, by comparison with
the airfoil chord length and thickness, it becomes clear that such
an interaction may be present in Brooks and Hodgson’s setup. Fi-
nally, the distance from the nozzle exit to the airfoil leading edge
gives a hint at the potential interaction between the nozzle and air-
foil and the consequent local modi� cation of the effective angle of
attack. These effects are irrelevant in Blake’s experiment6 because
the airfoil is fully inside the jet nozzle (hence, the negative distance
in Table 1) and the nozzle width is 48 times the airfoil thickness.
However, they cannot be neglected in the experiment of Blake and
Gershfeld.1

III. Numerical and Physical Models
A. Overall Formulation

As shown in Refs. 19 and 20, the aerodynamicsof engine cooling
fan systems in the blade referenceframe involvesessentially incom-
pressible, transitional, or turbulent � ows depending on the sections
consideredfrom hub (lower speed) to tip (higher speed). To account
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a) b) c)

Fig. 3 Free-air and wind-tunnel topologies and boundary conditions.

Fig. 4 Isolated airfoil unstructured � ne grid.

for this usual environment, the � ow� eld has been modeled by the
RANS equations with several two-equation turbulence models. At
the solid boundaries, both wall functions and a two-layer approach
havebeenused.The resultingset of conservativeequationshas been
solved with either CFX-TASC� ow 2.10 on multiblock structured
grids or FLUENT 5.5 on unstructured grids. Details of the numer-
ical schemes used for these computations and the corresponding
validation test cases may be found in Ref. 20 for CFX-TASC� ow
and in Ref. 21 for FLUENT. The least diffusive second-orderaccu-
rate schemes have always been used with both commercial codes.
In the CFX-TASC� ow simulations, four different turbulence mod-
els have been employed: the k–" model with wall functions, the
two-layer low-Reynolds-number k–" model, the k–! model, and
Menter’s shear stress transport (SST) model.22 Only the v2 – f (vari-
ables as k, ", or !) (V2F) model23 has been used with FLUENT.
Previous comparisonswith both codes using the same k–" formula-
tion led to very similar results for a cascadecon� gurationof this CD
airfoil, under the same � ow conditions as in the current ECL tests.

To investigatethe wind-tunnelinstallationeffects, three � ow con-
� gurations are considered in the numerical simulations. They in-
cludean isolatedairfoil in free air (Fig. 3a), a simpli� ed wind tunnel
with � nite jet width but no explicit account of the nozzle (Fig. 3b),
and the so-called full wind tunnel, which includes the jet nozzle in

the computational domain (Fig. 3c). All of the computations have
been two dimensional as justi� ed by the aspect ratio in Table 1.

B. Grid Analysis
The isolated airfoil simulations have been performed in a rect-

angular domain with about four chord lengths above and below the
airfoil and six chord lengthsupstreamand downstreamof the airfoil.
To test the grid sensitivity of the solutions, a multiblock structured
grid (66,000 cells) and two unstructured grids (30,000 and 55,000
cells) are employed. All of the grids have very similar clusteringof
points near the wall to capture the boundary layer properly (Fig. 4).
Even though the unstructured� ne grid has more points and is more
regular chordwise at the leading edge, it has a smaller overall mesh
size than the structured one because of the unstructured topology
and grid adaptation based on the shear stresses. The solutions on
all grids are very similar, and the wall pressure and friction dis-
tributions are seen to be grid and topology independent for each
turbulencemodel studied. The correspondingresults using the V2F
model at a chord-referencedangle of attack®i D 8 deg are plotted in
Figs. 5 and 6. The subscript i hereafter refers to the isolated airfoil
� ow conditions. On all grids, the dimensionless wall-normal grid
spacing in wall units, 1yC , is smaller than 1 over most of the chord
length on both pressure and suction sides.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of pressure coef� cients on the CD pro� le computed on different grids.

Fig. 6 Comparison of skin-friction coef� cients on the CD pro� le computed on different grids.

In the simpli� ed wind-tunnel simulations, the same grid density
near the airfoil is used as shown in Fig. 3. The airfoil is placed
closer to the left boundary according to the distance in Table 1. The
computational box, shown in Fig. 3b is also extended farther away
fromtheairfoil(1 £ 1 m) to capturea wakede� ectionindependentof
the distantboundaries.The fullwind-tunnelsimulationalso includes
the complete nozzle geometry to assess the effect of the nozzle–

airfoil interaction.The resulting grid is presented in Fig. 7.

C. Boundary Conditions
For the isolatedairfoil, the incoming� ow is assumeduniformand

correspondsto the nozzle exit mean velocity.It is imposedat the left
and bottom boundaries of the CFD domain. On the upper and right
boundaries, an outlet pressure is applied. In the simpli� ed wind-
tunnel geometry, the in� ow velocity is uniform within the nozzle
width and is inclined with respect to the airfoil chord by the angle
®w . This simpli� ed model allows a quick evaluationof the effect of

the airfoil incidenceon the same grid independentlyof the actual ex-
perimental setup, which is not always known precisely (particularly
the center of rotation of the airfoil with respect to the nozzle). Yet,
by rotating the jet instead of the mock-up, a small variation in the
position of the airfoil within the jet core is introduced, which will
mainly affect the pressure-sidepressure distribution.The rest of the
left boundary is a solid wall. On the upper and lower boundaries,an
outlet pressure is imposed again. If the boundaries are suf� ciently
far from the jet, they should yield the same solutions. In the com-
plete wind-tunnel simulations, the inlet boundary condition is set
inside the nozzle and adjusted to provide a mean velocity of 16 m/s
at the nozzle exit. The nozzle geometry and the relative position of
the airfoil with respect to the nozzle are also exact.

D. Turbulence Modeling
The effect of different turbulence models has � rst been exam-

ined for the case of an isolated airfoil. Flow simulations have been
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Fig. 7 Unstructured � ne grid for the ECL wind tunnel.

Fig. 8 Comparison of pressure coef� cients on the CD pro� le in free air at ®i = 8 deg, predicted using different turbulence models.

run for ®i between 0 and 10 deg with increments of 1 deg. All
models agree at low angles of attack. At higher angles of attack
(beyond 5 deg), two groups of results emerge. The two k–" simu-
lations predict no laminar � ow separation at the leading edge and
hardly any turbulent recirculationnear the trailing edge. In contrast,
the k–!, SST, and V2F models predict increasing � ow separations
with ®i in both the trailing-edgeand leading-edgeregions, in agree-
ment with experimentalevidence (Fig. 2). The overall � ow patterns

are very similar to those reported by Winklemann and Barlow24 or
Bastedo and Mueller25 on lifting surfaces in low-Reynolds-number
� ows. Figures 8 and 9 show the pressureand friction coef� cients for
®i D 8 deg. Figure 9 indicates that the largest turbulent recirculation
zone is predicted by the SST model.

The differentbehaviorat the leadingedgeof thek–" modelpredic-
tions can be traced to the overproductionof turbulentkinetic energy
at the stagnation point, which prevents a local relaminarization of
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Fig. 9 Comparison of skin-friction coef� cients on the CD pro� le in free air at ®i = 8 deg, predicted using different turbulence models.

Fig. 10 Comparison of pressure coef� cients on the NACA 0012 airfoil between isolated airfoil simulations and ECL test data.

the � ow and, thus, the � ow separation. This was also demonstrated
in the cascade simulations reported in Ref. 26.

IV. Results
A. Isolated Airfoil Simulations

In Ref. 27, Brooks et al. found that the NACA 0012 airfoil in an
open-jet tunnel could have the same loading as in free unbounded
� ow provided that a correction to the angle of attack was applied
to account for the jet de� ection. In the recent experiment at the
ECL test facility with the same airfoil section, Roger (unpublished
pro� le) found again a possible correction to the angle of attack as
shown in Fig. 10. The correction is based on a comparison between
the measuredpressurecoef� cient distributionand a set of computed
results in free air. In this case, the equivalent free-air angle of at-
tack is found to be about ®i D 6 deg for a wind-tunnel angle of
attack ®w D 14:5 deg, resulting in a correctionof 8.5 deg. When the
data in Table 1 are used, Eq. (2) of Ref. 27 yields a similar value,

®i D 5:3 deg. Note that, although the integrated lift can be adjusted
in this way, the precise distribution of pressure coef� cient is not
perfectly recovered, especially in the leading-edgearea, indicating
some installation effects in this experiment.

The same methodology has then been applied to the Valeo CD
airfoil. However, as Fig. 11 shows, no correction on angle of at-
tack could recover the experimental lift, which is much lower than
the one computed in free air. Figure 11 shows the best qualitative
comparison that can be achieved using angle-of-attack corrections
of 8–9 deg. The CD airfoil seems to be far more sensitive to the in-
stallation effects than the NACA 0012 with a similar chord, which
is most likely due to the difference in airfoil thicknesses and the
camber of the CD airfoil.

Furthermore,Fig. 12 shows that the pressurelevelsobtained from
the experiment relate quite well to the cascade loading obtained in
previous simulations at Valeo. This suggests that the shear layers
originatingfrom the nozzle lips con� ne the � ow in a manner similar
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Fig. 11 Comparison of pressure coef� cients on the CD airfoil between isolated airfoil simulations and ECL test data.

Fig. 12 Comparison of pressure coef� cients on the CD airfoil between cascade and isolated airfoil simulations and ECL test data.

to a blade passage in a cascade (as will be seen clearly later). The
large discrepancy between the ECL test data and free-air simula-
tion results has motivated the following wind-tunnel simulations.
Note that the large discrepancies between the boundary-layermo-
mentum thickness found in Ref. 13 relative to that in Brooks and
Hodgson’s experiment7 can most likely be attributed to this type of
installation effects and the incorrect pressure gradients computed
in free air compared to the actual ones in the open-jet experiments.
Similar unsatisfactorypressure results have been reported in Fig. 5
of Ref. 12, although in Blake’s experiment,6 they are most likely
attributed to other installation effects because the airfoil is inside
the nozzle.

B. Simpli� ed Wind-Tunnel Simulations
All wind-tunnel � ow simulations presented here have been per-

formed with the V2F model and a jet width of 13 cm. The initial
focus is the simpli� ed con� guration whose geometry and boundary

conditions were described earlier. Several angles of attack ®w have
been considered in the current ECL setup corresponding to the ex-
perimental data in Fig. 2. Figure 13, compared with Fig. 11, clearly
shows that the suction side pressure coef� cient is now much better
predicted, without further semi-empirical corrections. The laminar
� ow separation at high angle of attack (®w D 18 deg) is captured.
Similar results are achieved with the k–! and SST models as in
Fig. 8 for the free-air case, which emphasizes the superiorityof this
set of turbulence models in predicting separated � ow as compared
to the k–" model. The pressure levels on the pressure side are still
quite different, especially close to the leading edge.

C. Full Wind-Tunnel Simulations
To address the latter problem and assess the effect of the sim-

pli� ed wind-tunnel model, a two-dimensional simulation of the
full wind tunnel including the nozzle (compare Figs. 3 and 7)
has been carried out, with the correct experimental position of the
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Fig. 13 Comparison of pressure coef� cients on the CD airfoil between simpli� ed wind-tunnel simulations and ECL test data.

Fig. 14 Comparison of pressure coef� cients on the CD airfoil at ®w = 12 deg between wind-tunnel simulations and ECL test data.

airfoil in the jet potential core. As shown in Fig. 14, for an an-
gle of attack ®w D 12 deg the pressure levels on the pressure side
are nicely recovered. However no major change is found on the
suction side: No � ow separation is numerically predicted at the
trailing edge. These remaining discrepancies seen at 10% of chord
and, consequently, near the trailing edge are most likely caused
by a transition to turbulence that occurs too early in the RANS
simulations.

D. Jet Width Effect
With the large differences between the isolated airfoil case and

the same airfoil in an open-jet acoustic tunnel established and ex-
plained, the in� uence of the jet width on the pressure and velocity
distributions is now investigated.The motivation for this study is to
provideguidance for the design of future experimentswith minimal
interference effects and for setting up the appropriate LES bound-
ary conditions if such an interference is present. The simpli� ed

wind-tunnel model is used for this parametric study in which the jet
width varies from 13 to 50 cm and the angle of attack ®w D 8 deg.

Our calculations indicate that with a jet width at least twice as
large as the current experimental value, most of the turbulent zone
on the suction side is now very close to the free-air case. However
at the leading edge, the wind-tunnelcalculationdoes not show large
laminar � ow separation observed in the free-air case. To con� rm
these trends, an additionalexperimenthas been dedicated in a larger
wind tunnel available at ECL on the same CD airfoil mock-up at
the same incidence with a jet width of 50 cm. The corresponding
geometrical characteristics of this new setup is summarized in the
last row of Table 1. As shown in Fig. 15, the measured pressure
coef� cient agrees with the simpli� ed wind-tunnel simulation, as in
the13-cmcase.The trailing-edge� owis evenbetterpredictedfor the
wider jet case. However, large discrepancies with the free-air case
persist, which underlines the importance of accounting for the jet
interferenceeffect in aeroacousticcalculations.The goodagreement
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Fig. 15 Comparison of pressure coef� cients on the CD airfoil at ®w = 8 deg for different nozzle widths.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 16 Normalized mean velocity magnitude for free-jet � ow over the CD airfoil at ®w = 8 deg, with different jet widths: a) w = 13 cm, b) w = 50 cm,
c) free air, and d) closeup view of case b (w = 50 cm) in the nose region.
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betweenexperimentalresultsand wind-tunnelcalculationssuggests
that reliable information for de� ning the boundary conditions of
future LES computationsof trailing-edgenoise can be provided by
RANS in the case of a wide nozzle.

The velocity contoursof Figs. 16 also con� rm the earlier cascade
� ndings. With the current ECL setup, the � nite jet width induces a
loadingon the blade that spreadsover the whole chord as in the cas-
cade case. The wider the jet becomes, the more forward the loading
shifts and the closer it approaches the free-air value. However, even
with a 50-cm jet width, there is no evidenceof � ow separationat the
leading edge, as clearly shown in the closeup view of the velocity
contours in Fig. 16d and the wall pressure distribution in Fig. 15.

V. Conclusions
Detailed RANS simulations of typical freejet wind-tunnel ex-

periments on airfoils have shown strong effects of the jet on the
aerodynamicloadingand � ow characteristics.When the jet width is
not suf� ciently large compared to the streamwise projected area of
the airfoil (width-to-chord ratio of about 1), the airfoil behaves in a
manner closer to a blade cascade than to an isolatedairfoil. The sig-
ni� cant modi� cation of the lift distributionand � ow� eld can in turn
affect the nature of the sound radiation. These effects have impli-
cations for the appropriate boundary conditions needed to conduct
LES of open-jet aeroacoustic experiments and could be respon-
sible for the discrepancies among some earlier experimental and
computational studies, for example, the different boundary-layer
thicknesses observed by Manoha et al.13 To reproduce the experi-
mental � ow conditions accurately, freestream boundary conditions
are not adequate (unless the jet is very wide). More realistic condi-
tions based on experimental velocity pro� les or RANS calculations
should be imposed.

RANS simulations with the V2F and SST models compare more
favorably with the measured pressure distribution on the Valeo CD
airfoil than those with the k–" model. Remaining differences are
most likely due to the incoming � ow conditions at the wind-tunnel
nozzle outlet and particularly the local turbulence level that can
modify the transition point on the suction side of the airfoil and
consequently the � ow separation at the trailing edge.

In addition to the full wind-tunnel simulation, a simpler compu-
tational model of the open-jet acoustic tunnel with an inlet velocity
pro� le of variable width has also been devised. This con� guration
captures most of the experimental setup effects in open-jet facili-
ties, particularly in the aft section of the airfoil, which is critical to
trailing-edge noise. The simpli� ed con� guration allows for quick
parametric studies of the dependence of � ow conditions on the air-
foil pro� les and the angle of attack, which is particularly useful for
the designof experimentsas well as forRANS and LES simulations.

The knowledgeand techniquesdevelopedthroughthis studyhave
been utilized in an ongoing LES of an open-jet airfoil self-noise
experiment with jet width of 50 cm. As shown in the earlier RANS
calculations,the � ow� eld in the wind-tunnelcon� gurationdeviates
signi� cantlyfromthatofan isolatedairfoilin uniformfreestream.To
accountfor this effect in theaeroacousticanalysis,the mean velocity
pro� les from the RANS calculationare used to de� ne the boundary
conditions for the LES, which is performed in a smaller domain
within the core of the jet to save computationalcost. This approach
allows an accurate simulation of the experimental � ow conditions
and, hence, promotes the accuracy of noise computation.
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